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End of Chinatown Archaeology Dig

Archaeology
Chinatown Dig: What
happened?
Hi all,
We had planned to be digging throughout
August, but the site had other plans for
us. As many of you likely have read or
heard, the Chinatown archaeological dig at 6
Hudson Street ended abruptly and
unexpectidly on July 30.
So, what happened?
During our planning, permits, and meetings phase of the survey earlier this year, we discussed with
the property owner, Wilson Lee, about the back yard. We were warned that there were several feet
of fill there, so we were expecting to see quite a bit of rubble, rocks, bricks, and other debris from
the 1980s.
The first two feet of the site was mostly sandy gravel, then we hit the demo layer from when the 6
Hudson house was demolished. That went down an addition foot, then another, and another...
The deep fill behind the house revealed that the back yard of 6 Hudson had been deliberately
lowered. We hypothesize that this was done in the early 1840s when the house was first built,
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allowing for the back of the house to have a basement kitchen with direct access to the rear of the
house via a small alley that ran to the east of Hudson street. When the houses on Hudson street
were first built, they were intended for upper middle class families, many of which could have
afforded paying live-in domestic servants, who would have lived in the upper attic floor of the home
and cooked in the basement, received deliveries there, and generally kept out of sight. Basement
kitchens were also practical for heat management and freeing up space on main floors of the house
for dining areas and parlors.
At six feet down, we abruptly reached a concrete floor spanning the entire back yard space, half of
which was covered in lineoleum tile.
This floor was a complete surprise and its great depth was even more surprising. All of our
research, permit searches, aerial photos, maps, and discussions did not indicate that there was
ever an addition placed on the back of the building. This lack of an addition was the primary reason
why we were expecting a fairly intact archaeological site at 6 Hudson: the back yard would have
been the outdoor activity space on the property and artifacts would be higher there than other
areas. Without construction, there was a good chance those artifacts would still be there.
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The Mystery Concrete
Floor
The floor was divided in half, with the
remnants of a possible wall running down
the center at almost exactly the mid-point of
the yard. This wall would have extended out
from the rear of 6 Hudson towards the back
of the property.
To the north (closer to Soo Hoo Park), the
floor was plain concrete, but to the south, it
was covered in FOUR layers of linoleum.
We were at first thinking that the floor could
have been a paved back yard, but the
presence of linoleum quickly changed that,
as it is unlikely that it would have been used
as outdoor flooring.
This means that at least the linoleum half, and likely the concrete half too, were indoor spaces,
meaning that despite the lack of documentation to support it, there was an addition behind 6
Hudson St.
This was a big disappointment. What it means is that it was likely that 19th and 20th century
surface deposits of artifacts were disturbed or removed entirely when the addition was added. BUT,
whatever was left there when the concrete was added would be well-protected by the floor, so we
kept going with guarded hope.
There is one way to get through concrete. We broke through it with a sledge hammer finding a thin
deposit of soil and then a big surprise: A brick floor!
This floor was on the list of things we were hoping to find. Brick pavement is common in historic
yards. They are slightly less good for archaeology than regular dirt/grass yards because brick floors
can be swept clean removing artifacts, but at 6 feet down and having dug through the hottest month
ever recorded in Boston, we were happy to find anything that was not concrete, 1980s debris, and
large brick wall fragments.
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The Brick Floor
As we cleared away the soils on the brick
floor, we noticed that the floor was leaning
very strongly downwards towards the north
(Soo Hoo Park) suggesting that the yard
itself has sunk over the years.
On the far south side of our trench, we were
able to uncover an area of brick pavement. We lifted a brick to see if there were others below, which
there were not, so we were able to confirm that it was pavement, not some part of a wall. There
was a large area of brick missing in the middle of the trench, for reasons we still do not know.
As we excavated towards the south, the bricks were found deeper and deeper, then we found it:
water. As we removed the soils, they were increasingly wet, which is not uncommon on deep sites,
especially after the wet spring we had, but we began to notice the water pooling. We excavated a
area about two feet wide over the bricks and waited to see if the water would fill in. It did.
Then, we soaked up the water with sponges, and the water returned via tiny jets of clear water
directly from the ground. This was a clear indication that the water wasn’t seeping in from above,
but was part of the water table. Having soaked up the water, it returned immediately to the same
depth as we first found it.

Water tables and why we
stopped digging
The water table is the depth at which water
saturates the ground in a given area. It
differs throughout the City of Boston and its
exact depth is greatly impacted by things like
topography, closeness of the ocean, and
types of soil.
Turns out, the water table at 6 Hudson
Street where we were digging is 200 cm, or
78.74 inches (6.5 feet) below current surface
in late July when we stopped digging.
Water tables make archaeology a big challenge. It means several things: 1, No matter how deep we
dig, the water will stay at the same level. 2, If we removed the water, it will return to the same depth.
3, We can’t see what we are doing in the muddy water, so we can no longer excavate ethically,
because we cannot dig or record data by soil layers or deposits, a big no-no in archaeology.
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Yes, in theory, the water can be pumped out, but we did not have a pump, and also the pumping is
not as straight-forward as it seems, even if we had the budget and equipment to do generators and
pumps on the site.
For starters, the water has to go somewhere. A dig in 2010 at Faneuil Hall reached the water table
and needed to be pumped out. Sewer and storm drains are not for dumping huge quantities of dirty
water, which could clog them or otherwise impact their systems. The water from Faneuil Hall was
filtered using a massive sluiceway of hay bails to reduce the sediment in the water. All of this was
done using engineers, applications and permitted processes, oversight and regulations, and weeks
of planning. We were simply unable to switch gears on-site and pump out the water.
Also, the water table is a big issue for areas of made-land in Boston.
To support buildings on filled land, wooden pilings were driven into filled land and buildings built on
them for support. Wet things that stay wet will not decompose, so the water table in the filled-in
areas keeps the pilings supporting the buildings from rotting. If the water table drops, the wood can
dry out, rot or be eaten by microbes, and then the buildings on them can sink. Therefore, we can
not just remove the water from 6 Hudson street without first isolating the water there. This would
require, in essence, a dam around the property preventing the surrounding area from losing its
water table. Not easy to do and definitely something that requires lots of planning.
In the past, lowering water tables have caused major structural problems for Hudson Street
houses. <-- Link goes to c.1990 article on 8-10 Hudson Street featuring Wilson Lee, owner of 6
Hudson street dig property, link/jpg from bostongroundwater.org
As part of our learning process and to avoid having this issue surprise us in the future, we have
been looking into how to determine ground water, historically and in the present. The Boston
Groundwater Trust has a maps that will allow you to view the groundwater level at a stations
throughout the City. We found out (after we stopped the dig), that there was a groundwater
monitoring well at 21 Hudson street that on July 1 showed the groundwater at 6.1 feet deep. This is
how we learn, and will be one of our go-to sites to check ground water levels before we do a future
dig that may go very deep.
For more information on ground water in Boston, videos on how historic structures were built on
wood pilings in Boston, and how groundwater impacts their preservation, visit
http://www.bostongroundwater.org/

What Now?
The dig needs to stop for now. Excavating below the watertable is outside of what we are able to
do, and we never expected the site to start at 6' deep.
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We will be finishing our report this fall and releasing artifact photos, catalog, and all of our data to
the public when completed.
We are hoping to see if there is still interest in exhibits on the dig and what we found, even for the
more-recent items were found.
It is likely that the bricks we found were 19th century in origin, with the site likely continuing deeper
and privies and cisterns still present underground, but now under water. It is likely that when the
house was built, the water table was lower than it is today, and the yard would have been dry. The
privy and cisterns would have been lined with clay to prevent water from getting into them, and likely
still contain their 19th century deposits.
We hope that when the site gets developed sometime in the future, and when the engineering plans
have been done to allow for the site to be built upon and foundations excavated, archaeologists will
have another opportunity to excavate at 6 Hudson Street and document the contents of the site.
We now better understand the challenges of digging on 19th century filled land in Boston, and will
be better prepared for the next opportunity for archaeology in Chinatown and other filled areas of
Boston.
We will be exploring several outstanding questions including what role sinking played in the depth of
the site (remember that the brick floor had a heavy slant), and exploring how to determine what the
original ground water levels were when the house was built. We also want to explore what impacts
a shallow water table would have had on utilities like privies and cisterns, since it would have been
difficult to maintain an outhouse if the yard flooded with every heavy rain.
Finally, with rising sea levels, we want to explore what role sea level plays in archaeological sites in
Boston. Will rising seas continue to make digging in Boston a greater challenge as water tables rise
with the sea level?
For now, we're back at our lab, working on reports, and gearing up for the start of our big $350,000
National Endowment for the Humanities grant to digitize five collections over the next two years.
Stay tuned for more updates on ways to get involved, updates on the digital project, and plans for
future digs in Boston!
We want to thank the many people who supported and helped with the dig at 6 Hudson Street,
especially the many volunteers who dug under extreme conditions and challenging soils; the
Chinese Historical Society of New England for their support and help throughtout the planning and
digging process; Danchen Xu formerly of Department of Neighborhood Services; Tiffany Foo,
granddaughter of Ruby Foo; Sarah Kiley-Schoff and the Friends of Boston Archaeology for donating
the storage bin used on-site and for their unending encouragement and support; Suzi Berlin for
donating cookies and sharing the dig with the world; Wilson Lee for being a generous host and
supporter; Tunney Lee for bringing 6 Hudson Street to our attention in the first place; Pao Arts
Center for letting us use their bathroom, the press for their enthusiastiac coverage; the former
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residents of 6 Hudson Street whose lives and contributions we celebrate; and the many Chiantown
organizations, community groups, and current and past residents who supported this project!
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